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Kosovo

Republika e Kosovēs

The name Kosovo means "field of blackbirds" in Serbian.

Kosovo declared independence from Serbia on 17 February 2008, making it one of the newest countries of the

21st century.

Years of war damaged the economy, and today more than half the population of Kosovo lives in poverty.

Kosovo is a major wine center. Millions of bottles of wine are produced and exported (sold to other countries)

each year.

The source of Kosovo's White Drin River is unusual in that it comes out of the ground as a waterfall.

The Nerodimka River is one of the only rivers in the world that divides and ends up flowing into two different seas

(the Black Sea and the Aegean Sea).

Cheese byrek is the national food of Kosovo. It is a baked pastry made of thin layers of dough filled with salty

cheese, meat, potatoes, and other vegetables.

Kosovo's national anthem has no lyrics. The government decided not to include any lyrics so as not to offend any

of its ethnic minorities.

Flag

The flag of Kosovo was adopted on 17 February 2008—the day Kosovo’s parliament

(lawmaking body) declared independence. Nearly one thousand designs were

submitted in an international competition to select the new flag. The gold image is in the

shape of the country itself. The six stars represent the major ethnic groups of Kosovo:

Albanians, Serbs, Turks, Gorani, Roma (Gypsies), and Bosniacks.

National Image

The Newborn monument was unveiled the day Kosovo declared independence in 2008

to symbolize the birth of a new country. The sculpture was originally painted yellow but

was later repainted with the flags of the countries that have recognized Kosovo. This

symbol of independence is now repainted and unveiled every year.

Land and Climate

Area (sq. mi.)

4,203

Area (sq. km.)

10,887

Kosovo is a landlocked country in southeastern Europe. Located on the Balkan 

Peninsula (strip of land almost entirely surrounded by water but still connected to the

mainland), Kosovo borders Serbia to the north, Macedonia and Albania to the south,
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and Montenegro to the west. The country is about the same size as Jamaica and

slightly larger than the state of Delaware. 

Most of the land is mountainous. The Šar Mountains in the south are home to popular

ski resorts. The highest peak is Gjeravica, rising to 8,714 feet (2,656 meters) near the

border with Albania. There are two plains regions, in the west and east. The nation's

major rivers are the White Drin, the Lepenac, and the Ibar. More than a third of the land

is covered in forests.

Kosovo has a continental climate, meaning the nation experiences a wide range of

temperatures. Summers are warm and winters are cold and snowy. It is drier in the

northeast and more humid in the south, where Mediterranean winds bring more rain

and snow in the winter. July is the warmest month, while January is the coldest.

Population

Population

1,883,018

The majority of the population of Kosovo is ethnic Albanian. Smaller groups include

Serbs, Bosniaks, Gorani, Roma (Gypsies), and Turks. Most of the Serbs live in the

northern region, around the capital city of Prishtina, and in the southeast. During the

Kosovo War, hundreds of thousands of ethnic Albanians, Serbs, and Bosniaks were

forced to flee their homes to neighboring countries. Today, many of these refugees

have been able to return home. Kosovo is home to one of the youngest populations in

Europe. Nearly half the population is under the age of 25. Prishtina is the largest city,

with around 200,000 inhabitants. Other major cities include Prizren, Peja, and Mitrovica.

Language

Albanian and Serbian are the official languages of Kosovo. Most people who speak Albanian speak a dialect (way of

speaking or pronouncing) called Gheg. The majority of young people speak either Albanian or Serbian, while older

Kosovars often speak both languages. Many youth also learn English, French, or German. Other languages spoken in

Kosovo include Turkish, Roma (the language of the Gypsies), and Bosnian.

Can You Say It in Gheg?

Hello Përshëndetje (purr-shun-DET-yeh)

Good-bye Mirupafshim (meer-oo-POFF-shim)

Please Te lutem (you LOO-tem)

Thank you Faleminderit (fall-ay-meen-DARE-eet)

Yes Po (poe)

No Jo (yo)
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Religion

Source: The World Factbook 2017. Washington, DC: Central Intelligence Agency, 2017.

The majority of Kosovars are Muslim, but religion does not usually play a large role in people's everyday lives. For

instance, most Muslims do not attend a mosque (house of prayer) on a regular basis. However, many do fast (go

without food or drink) from sunrise to sunset during the holy month of Ramadan. Serbs generally belong to the Serbian

Orthodox Church. Kosovo is also home to a small minority of Catholics.

Time Line

2000 BC

2000 BC Bronze Age peoples live in the land that is now Kosovo

200

160s The Roman Empire conquers the region

59 The land becomes a part of the Roman province (similar to a state) of

Illyricum

AD 500

AD 500 Slavs begin to settle in the region

700–900 The Slavs are converted to Christianity

Late 1300s Ottoman Turks invade and establish Islam in the region

1389 The Turks defeat the Serbs at the Battle of Kosovo, paving the way for

five hundred years of Ottoman rule

1689–90 An attempted Austrian invasion is stopped
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1800

1878 Serbs overthrow the Turks and claim their own kingdom; Albanians

living in the area begin to demand independence

1900

1912 The Balkan wars rage; Serbia regains control of Kosovo from the Turks

1914 Austro-Hungarian Archduke Ferdinand is assassinated by a Serbian,

sparking World War I

1918 World War I ends; Kosovo becomes part of the Kingdom of the Serbs,

Croats, and Slovenes (later Yugoslavia)

1941 Much of Kosovo becomes part of an Italian-controlled Albania

1946 Kosovo becomes part of Yugoslavia

1974 A new Yugoslav constitution recognizes Kosovo as an autonomous

(self-controlled) state

1987 Serbian politician Slobodan Milosevic visits Kosovo and stirs up

Kosovo’s Serbs who resent the Albanian majority

1989 Serbian President Milosevic strips Kosovo of its autonomous rights;

Kosovo’s Albanians protest the new government

1990 Ethnic Albanians declare independence from Serbia; Kosovo’s

government is dissolved

1991 Slovenia, Croatia, and Bosnia break away from Yugoslavia and declare

independence; ethnic Albanians in Kosovo begin setting up a separate

government

1992 War breaks out in the Balkans between Serbia, Croatia, and Bosnia

1998 Serb police and the rebel Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA) fight; Serb

forces launch a brutal crackdown on Kosovo’s Albanians

1999 International peace talks fail; the North Atlantic Treaty Organization

(NATO) starts air strikes on Yugoslavia until President Milosevic

agrees to withdraw troops from Kosovo; hundreds of thousands of

Kosovar Albanian refugees (people forced to flee their homes by war)

pour into neighboring countries

2000

2006 Ethnic Serbian and Kosovar leaders meet for direct talks on the future

of Kosovo for the first time since 1999

2008 Kosovo declares independence; Serbia refuses to recognize it, while

the United States and major European powers recognize

independence
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2010 Local elections in two Serb-controlled districts in northern Kosovo

spark violent protests; the International Court of Justice rules that

Kosovo’s declaration of independence was legal

PRESENT

Early Empires

Thousands of years ago, several different ancient tribes lived in the land that is now

Kosovo. The Illyrian tribe of Dardanët, the ancestors of modern Albanians, was one of

these early groups. The Roman Empire arrived and conquered the region in the first

century BC. It became part of the Roman province (similar to a state) of Illyricum.

Throughout the Middle Ages, the land passed between different hands, including the

Byzantine and Bulgarian empires. Very few records exist to show what life was like in

these early days. 

Slavic tribes arrived in the area in the sixth century AD. Christianity came to the region

a few hundred years later, and much of the population converted. The Serbs took

control of what is now Kosovo at the end of the 12th century. As part of the Serbian

kingdom, Kosovo became a political and spiritual center. Serbian headquarters was

located in Prizren, in southern Kosovo. The Serbs built monasteries, forts, and castles

to solidify and protect their rule. Many of these monasteries are still standing today.

During this time, Serb farmers and traders lived mostly in the river valleys and plains,

while Albanian herders tended to live in the mountains.

Ottoman Rule

In 1389, Ottoman forces attacked the Serbs in the Battle of Kosovo. The Ottomans

won, and Kosovo became a province (similar to a state) within the Ottoman Empire that

included parts of what is now Albania and Macedonia. The Ottomans would go on to

rule the region for the next five hundred years, and they introduced the people to Islam.

Some Christian monasteries were destroyed, while others were turned into Muslim 

mosques (houses of prayer). More and more Albanians and Turks moved to Kosovo

under Ottoman rule. Most of the Albanians converted to Islam, but many Serbs chose

to remain Christian. 

In the 1800s, the Ottoman Empire began to fall apart. Years of fighting and conflict led

to the Serbs regaining control of their old kingdom, including Kosovo. Though they tried

to drive out the Muslim Albanians living there, the Serbs were eventually forced to give

up and allow Kosovo to stay a part of the Ottoman Empire. Many Serbs living there at

the time chose to leave, and Albanians soon became the largest ethnic group in

Kosovo.

World Wars

The Ottomans were forced out of the region with the First Balkan War in 1912. World

War I broke out in 1914, and fighting was especially brutal in Kosovo. Serbs and

Albanians fought each other, and one-fifth of all Serbs died. At the end of the war,

Kosovo became a Serbian province (similar to a state) within the new Kingdom of

Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes. This kingdom later became known as Yugoslavia. At the

same time, ethnic Albanians in Kosovo began to experience a growing desire for their

own country. This strained the already tense relationship between Serbs and

Albanians. The Serbian government did not allow Albanians to be educated in their own

language, and Serbs and Albanians disagreed over the future of the region. 

When World War II broke out, the Axis powers invaded Yugoslavia and Kosovo

became a part of Italian-controlled Albania. The rest of Yugoslavia was under German
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and Bulgarian control. Many Albanians moved to Kosovo during this period. During the

war, thousands of Kosovars were killed in battle. After the war, most government jobs

were given to Serbs and thousands of Albanians were fired and encouraged to leave

the country. Albanians protested this treatment, continuing to work toward having their

own republic (government whose leaders are elected) equal to the other republics

within Yugoslavia.

The Kosovo Liberation Army

When Serb Slobodan Milosevic became president of Serbia in 1989, he began to take away what little autonomy

(self-control) Kosovo had. The province (similar to a state) responded by declaring independence within Yugoslavia,

but Milosevic suspended the government and sent Serb forces in to ensure his control. Riots broke out periodically as

Kosovars continued to call for independence. By 1992, Yugoslavia was falling apart. 

Albanians unhappy with the slow progress toward independence formed the rebel Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA). They

also set up their own secret, or "shadow," government, schools, hospitals, and other institutions separate from the

Serbian-run ones. In 1998, fighting broke out between the KLA and the much larger Serbian military. Hundreds of

thousands of Albanians were forced to flee their homes, and many were tortured and killed. Milosevic refused to sign

an agreement, so the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) stepped in and started bombing Serb targets. The

bombing lasted for three months, until Serb forces finally retreated. Around 15,000 people died in the fighting. At this

point, the United Nations (UN) took over the running of Kosovo with help from NATO peacekeepers.

Independence

In 2007, the United Nations (UN) set forth a plan to allow Kosovo a small amount of

independence. Kosovar Albanians approved the plan, but Serbia rejected it. The next

year, Kosovo declared independence from Serbia. Forty members of the UN

recognized Kosovo as independent, but Serbia and Russia refused, calling the move

illegal. Kosovo held its first local elections in 2009. The results of the elections caused

fighting to break out between Serbs and Albanians. The International Court of Justice

later ruled that Kosovo's declaration of independence was legal, and Kosovo became

fully independent in 2012. The following year, Serbia agreed to recognize Kosovo's

government in exchange for Kosovo allowing its Serbian population some limited 

autonomy (self-control). The two nations continue to work on relations as Kosovars try

to recover from the years of war.

Games and Sports

Soccer is the most popular sport in Kosovo. People of all ages enjoy watching and

playing it, and there are leagues for both amateurs and professionals. Kosovar soccer

players play for Albania's national soccer team as well as other European teams, so

Kosovars love watching those matches as well. Basketball is the second most popular

sport in Kosovo. Wrestling, boxing, judo, volleyball, tennis, and ping-pong are other

favorite sports. Kosovar wrestlers and boxers, in particular, have won European, World,

and Olympic medals in international competitions. In the winter, Kosovars enjoy skiing

at the local Brezovica ski resort. In the summer, kids love swimming in the nation's

lakes, rivers, and swimming pools. Kids spend a lot of time outdoors, creating and

playing their own games of imagination. They also love jump rope, hide-and-seek,

biking, rollerblading, and skating.
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Holidays

New Year's Eve and Day are the largest celebrations of the year in Kosovo. Families

gather on New Year's Eve to celebrate the end of the year with meals and drinks at

home. The main meal usually includes byrek (a baked pastry made of thin layers of

dough filled with salty cheese, meat, potatoes, and other vegetables) and flija (a

layered yogurt and cheese pastry made in a star pattern). These are served with grilled

meat and vegetables, followed by a special dessert such as baklava (a pastry with nuts

and honey). People spend the rest of the night singing, dancing, and remembering the

good events from the past year. Teens and young adults often go out after midnight

with their friends to celebrate and enjoy the fireworks. 

Muslim Kosovars celebrate Bajrami Vogël. This is the feast held at the end of the holy

month of Ramadan, during which people fast (do not eat or drink) from sunrise until

sunset. To celebrate the end of Ramadan, people get together with their families and

eat a large feast. The meal usually includes stuffed cabbage, beef, chicken, and 

baklava for dessert.

Serbs celebrate Vidovdan on 28 June. This day is a religious holiday, and it also honors

the Battle of Kosovo, when Serbs fought against the Ottoman Turks. They also

celebrate Božić (Orthodox Christmas) on 7 January.

Food

Kosovar food has been influenced by the food of its neighbors, particularly Albania and

Turkey. Kebabs, sausages, yogurt, cabbage, and stuffed peppers are all common

dishes. Garlic and pepper (both black and red) are popular spices used in cooking. 

Byrek is a favorite main dish. It is a kind of baked pastry or pie made of thin layers of

dough and filled with salty cheese, meat, potatoes, spinach, and other vegetables. 

Sarma is another common dish, made of meat wrapped in cabbage or grape leaves. 

Flija is one of the national dishes of Kosovo. It is a time-consuming dish consisting of

layered pancakes. Flija is served with yogurt, honey, cheese, jam, or turshia (pickled

peppers, tomatoes, carrots, and cabbage). 

Mëngjes (breakfast) is usually a light meal of bread with jam, Nutella, or honey and

scrambled or fried eggs with cheese and milk. Kosovars eat fresh bread with almost

every meal. Dreka (lunch) and darka (dinner) often consist of some kind of meat or

stew with salad and bread. There are many different kinds of salad in Kosovo. Typical

ones include tomatoes and cucumber, cabbage and carrots, or potatoes and beans. 

Baklava (a pastry with nuts and honey) and sultjash (a kind of rice pudding with

cinnamon and raisins) are two typical desserts. Kosovars also enjoy nuts, cookies, or

fruit, such as pears, grapes, plums, and apples, for dessert. Kids enjoy homemade

meals as well as fast food such as hamburgers and pizza.

Schools

Adult Literacy

92%

All kids in Kosovo are required to go to school from age six through high school.

Classes are taught in Albanian, Serbian, or Turkish, depending on what the main

language in the area is. Elementary school runs from first through fifth grade, followed

by middle school from grades six through nine. High school lasts for three or four years.

Each secondary (high) school has a different focus, and students are able to choose
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which one they want to attend based on their interests and what kind of job they would

like to have after graduating. Public schools are free through middle school. There are

also several private schools available if parents choose to pay to send their children

there. 

In elementary school, students study math, language, music, biology, history, art, and

sports. The school year begins in September and runs through the end of June. It is

divided into two semesters, with a two-week break in the winter. In the cities and in

large villages, children usually walk to school. In some countryside areas, they take a

bus or catch a ride with their parents or grandparents.

Life as a Kid

Life as a kid in Kosovo is very similar to that of kids in other countries. Grandparents

and close family members play a significant role in children's lives, especially

throughout their preschool and school years. Grandparents often look after their

grandchildren while their parents are at work. They help with their homework and

sometimes spoil them as well. 

After school, kids love to spend time with friends, chatting and teasing each other while

they play games at the playground or on the computer. While they're out, they love to

eat snacks such as candy, ice cream, popcorn, chips, grilled corn, and chestnuts. After,

they walk home, do their homework, watch television, and hang out with their families. 

Life as a kid is a little bit different in villages than it is in the city because kids usually

have to help their parents with the housework and work in the garden. Also, when they

do play with their friends, the games are often more physical, while kids in the cities

spend a lot of time playing video games or attending after-school activities or classes.

Government

Capital

Prishtina

Head of State

President Hashim Thaci

Head of Government

Prime Minister Isa Mustafa

Kosovo has a president and prime minister who lead the country. The president serves

a five-year term, while the prime minister serves a four-year term. The party with the

majority of representatives in the Kosovo Assembly (the nation's lawmaking body)

nominates both the president and the prime minister. The Assembly has 120 members.

One hundred of them are elected by the people, while the other 20 are set aside for

Serbs and other ethnic minorities. The voting age is 18.
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Money and Economy

Currency

Euro

Kosovo is one of the poorest countries in Europe, and many Kosovars struggle with

unemployment. Some of them get by on money sent home from family members who

have moved to live and work in other countries. Mining and construction used to be

important parts of the economy, but years of war and unstable government have

damaged these industries and made it difficult for them to grow. Most people work for

their family's small business or on farms in the countryside, earning just enough to

support themselves and their families. Some grow wheat, corn, berries, potatoes, and

peppers. The government is working hard to encourage foreign countries and

companies to invest money in Kosovo to help provide needed jobs and income for its

people.

Getting Around

If they're traveling a short distance, Kosovars tend to walk or take a taxi. For longer trips, they use the public

transportation system, including buses and sometimes trains, though many of them are old or not in good shape.

Young people ride scooters or bikes. Many families own their own cars, but gas is expensive. Most roads in Kosovo

are paved. Kosovo's central location and international airport help connect it to other countries, and it is a frequent

stopping point for travelers on their journeys.

Weddings

Weddings are a big deal in Kosovo. Planning begins months before the date and

involves many preparations by the couple's families as they make arrangements for the

important day. Traditionally, Kosovar wedding celebrations lasted a whole week (or

sometimes more). The festivities began in the backyard of the groom's family home.

Wedding guests brought food and drinks to share, including meat (often lamb), wine,

and vegetables. 

Today, marriage celebrations are shorter and usually only last one or two days. The

bride wears a long white dress, although in some regions her dress is traditionally red.

She waits at her parents' house, together with her family, for the groom to arrive.

Kosovar grooms wear elegant suits, although in the countryside they occasionally wear

more traditional costumes and arrive at the bride's house riding a horse. The groom

then accompanies his bride to his family home, where a small celebration takes place

before they travel on to the larger evening party. The majority of the guests come from

the groom's family, with a smaller number of the bride's family members attending. The

evening event itself includes a celebration at a restaurant with music, dancing, food,

and drinks.
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Learn More

Contact the Embassy of Kosovo, 2175 K Street NW #300, Washington, DC 20037; phone (202) 380-3581; web site 

www.ambasada-ks.net/us.

© 2017 ProQuest LLC and Brigham Young University. It is against the law to

copy, reprint, store, or transmit any part of this publication in any form by any

means without strict written permission from ProQuest.
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